
FFT BASED SIGNALING FOR MULTIMEDIA STEGANOGRAPHYMahalingam Ramkumar and Ali N. AkansuDepartment of Eletrial and Computer EngineeringNew Jersey Institute of TehnologyNew Jersey Center for Multimedia ResearhUniversity Heights, Newark, NJ, 07102.ABSTRACTThis paper addresses good hoies for the signaling methodfor multimedia steganography, or data hiding. A novel FFTbased signaling method, with many properties that make itespeially suitable for steganographi appliations is pro-posed. Use of FFT permits large odebook sizes, withoutdrastially inreasing the omputational omplexity.1. INTRODUCTIONData hiding or steganography is the art of hiding a messagesignal in a host signal, without any pereptual distortion ofthe host signal. For purposes of illustration, we shall assumethat the host signal is a vetor  2 <N . The proess of datahiding onsists of an embedder E, and a detetor D. If b isa sequene of bits to be embedded in the vetor , the stegoontent ̂ (the modi�ed ontent with the embedded data) isobtained as ̂ = E(;b;K), where K is a key. We expet ̂ toundergo some modi�ation (like lossy ompression) beforeit reahes the reeiver (detetor D), where the hidden bitsequene is extrated. Let ~ = ̂+� be the reeived ontent.Data hiding an be broadly lassi�ed into two ategoriesdepending on whether the original ontent is needed forextration of the hidden bits. Esrow methods need theoriginal ontent for extrating the hidden bits. On the otherhand, oblivious detetion methods extrat the hidden bitswithout any knowledge of the original ontent ;~b = � D(~;K; ) esrowD(~;K) oblivious (1)In most data hiding methods, the bit sequene to be embed-ded, viz. b, is onverted to a form suitable for embeddingin . Let s = S(b) 2 <N . s is referred to as the signaturesequene. The omplete data hiding and detetion shemean therefore be desribed bŷ = E(; s) ~ = ̂+ � ~s = D(~) ~b = S�1(~s): (2)From a signal proessing perspetive, data hiding methodsan be lassi�ed into two ategories, depending on the typeof embedding and deteting operators. In the �rst ategory[1, 2℄ lies methods where E adds the signature sequene lin-early to , and D detets ~s from ~ by orrelative proessing.For suh linear (or Type I) methods, if the original is notavailable at the reeiver, then  is noise, for the purposeof detetion of the hidden bit sequene b. In the seond
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Figure 1: (a) Linear Cover Image Esrow Data Hiding. (b)Equivalent Additive Noise Channel.ategory E and D are non-linear. One of the importantharateristis of the non-linear methods is their ability tosuppress the noise due to  (or self-noise), even though the is not available at the reeiver.In Setion 2 we provide a ommuniation theory per-spetive of data hiding. In Setion 3 we briey desribegood hoies for the operators E and D (see Ref. [3℄ fordetails). In Setion 4 we investigate options for the opera-tors S and S�1, whih is the signaling sheme employed fordata hiding. In Setion 5 we propose a FFT-based shemefor this purpose. Setion 6 addresses hoies for redundantsignaling for error orretion. Conlusions are presented inSetion 7.2. COMMUNICATION THEORYPERSPECTIVEConsider the power onstrained ommuniation sheme~ = +w+ �; (3)where ;w; � 2 <N , and (i) � N [0; �2℄; w(i) � N [0; 2℄and �(i) � N [0; �2� ℄ 8 i are i.i.d. Further ;w; � are in-dependent. In the above model w is power onstrained(variane 2), ̂ = +w is the transmitted signal, � is thenoise in the hannel, and ~ is the reeived signal.Figure 1 (a) is an illustration of esrow data hiding,whih may be onsidered as a ommuniation sheme sim-ilar to Eq. (3), where w in Eq. (3) is the same as s inFigure 1, and  is available at the reeiver. Figure 1 (b) isthe equivalent hannel for this ommuniation sheme, andit an be easily seen that one ould theoretially ahieve aapaity of C0 = 12 log2 �1 + 2�2� � bits per oeÆient [4℄.
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Figure 2: (b) Non-linear Oblivious Detetion Data Hiding(d) Equivalent Additive Noise Channel.Figure 2 is an illustration of oblivious data hiding, wherethe reeiver does not have aess to . In this ase, in gen-eral, s 6= w = ̂ � . For this ase, we would expet theequivalent additive noise of variane �2�e in Figure 2 (b) ishigher than �2� . This would imply that one ould ahieve aapaity of C1 = 12 log2 �1 + 2�2�e � for oblivious data hiding.Costa [5℄, however, argued that one ould ahieve a-paity C0 even if  is not available at the deoder. Unfor-tunately, this would require the use of odebooks of size2N(C0+L) where L = 12 log2 �1 + 2(2+�2+�2�)�2�(�2�+2) �. To get alearer piture of the omplexity involved, let us onsidera spei� ase of data hiding in 256 � 256 images. Somereasonable hoies of N = 8192 (8192 transform oeÆientsused for data embedding), �2 = 12000 (variane of the lowfrequeny oeÆients used for data hiding), 2 = 32 (dis-tortion of the host signal), and �2� = 320 imply L � 40C0.However, by splitting the signaling mehanism into twoparts, (E ;D) and (S;S�1), the maximum size of the ode-book need only be 2NC1 , or 240 times less than that ofmethods whih an ahieve apaity C0. The penalty paidfor the drasti redution in omplexity is that C1 < C0 (or��e > ��). In [6℄ it was shown that suh pratial meth-ods, (employing odebook sizes less than 2NC1 , an ahieve��e < 3�� .3. FLOATING SIGNAL CONSTELLATIONSThe non-ideal, but pratial solution proposed in [3℄, viewedthe signaling mehanism as employing a oating signal on-stellation. The onstellation, with �nite support, is de�nedby (S;S�1). The job of (E ;D) is to estimate the origin ofthe onstellation. Periodi funtions were utilized for (E ;D)to tile the spae of , with the onstellation de�ned by S.The operators E ;D are haraterized by two parameters� and �. The algorithm for embedding the sequene s in is given byp = D() (4)e(k) = s(k)� p(k)e(k) = (je(k)j > �2 ) ? sign(e(k))�2 : e(k)e(k) = (rem� (k)� � > �2 ) ? � e(k) : e(k)̂(k) = ((k) � 0) ? (k) + e(k) : (k)� e(k)where D is given byq(k) = rem( j~(k)j� ); k = 1 � � �N

~s(k) = (q(k) � �2 ) ? (3�4 � q(k)) : (q(k)� �4 )The optimal hoie of � and � for a given permitteddistortion 2, and hannel noise �, is obtained by maximiz-ing the expeted value of the normalized orrelation givenby � = 2P1i=0 R (i+1)�2i�2 (�1)i( (2i+1)�4 � z)fZ(z)dzr2P1i=0 R (i+1)�2i�2 ( (2i+1)�4 � z)2fZ(z)dz (5)subjet to the ondition 2 = �212� (3�� 2�), andfZ(z) = ��p2��2� e�z22�2�+ 12� �erf�z + ���2p2�� �� erf�z � ���2p2�� ��where erf(:) denotes the Gaussian error funtion, erf(t) =2� R t0 e�y22 dy.4. CONVENTIONAL SIGNALINGThe onventional signaling part, viz. the pair (S;S�1), ad-dresses the problem of mapping a K length bit sequeneb to a possibly real valued sequene s of length N , whereN >> K. As a simple approah we haves = [s1 s2 � � � sK ℄; (6)where si = sign(b(i))�; i = 1 � � �K, and � is random ve-tor (obtained from a random seed or the private key K),of length NK . On the other hand, we ould generate 2Ksequenes si; i = 1 � � � 2K of length N , suh that the se-quenes sk are maximally separable. Geometrially, the se-quenes sk an be represented by a set of 2K points in aN -dimensional hyper-sphere. In other words, the minimumdistane between any two of the 2K points should be ashigh as possible, under the given onstraint of the hyper-sphere radius. The binary sequene [b1 b2 � � � bK ℄ an beinterpreted as a deimal number between 0 and 2K � 1.To transmit a partiular sequene of bits, whose deimalequivalent is say d, we hoose s = sd. Detetion of thehidden bit sequene, or equivalently the number d an beaomplished as ~d = argmaxi=0���2K�1h~s; sii.While it is assured that the latter sheme, will approahthe hannel apaity loser than the former, in pratie,implementation of the seond sheme may be prohibitivelyexpensive, espeially for large K and/or N . A reasonableompromise might be to hoose an alphabet size (or ode-book size) between 2 of the former (bit-by-bit signaling)tehnique, and 2K of the latter. For example, if the al-phabet size is hosen as 2Kk , then a single member of thealphabet is deteted from eah of the k sequenes of lengthNk . An FFT-based signaling method proposed in the nextsetion o�ers an eÆient way to inrease the alphabet sizeused for signaling, while keeping the omputational om-plexity at manageable levels. Furthermore, the maximallyseparable signal onstellation itself is generated from ran-dom seeds.



5. FFT BASED SIGNALINGIn the FFT-based signaling tehnique, the maximally sep-arable sequenes are onstrained to be orthogonal. Letsk 2 <Lk ; Lk = 2pk�1. Maximally separable signaturesequenes slk; l = 1 � � � 2pk , orresponding to pk bits, areobtained as Lk orthogonal sequenes and their negatives.Random signature spaes are generated from a seed. Thisis ahieved by onstraining the signatures to be yli all-pass sequenes.5.1. Cyli All-Pass SequenesLet h 2 <N and H = F(h) where, F(:) stands for theDisrete Fourier Transform (DFT). Further, let h be suhthat j H(n) j= 1 for n = 0; 1; � � � ; N � 1. Hene (H:H�) =[1; 1; � � � ; 1℄, or F�1(H:H�) = [1; 0; 0; � � � ; 0℄. As F�1(H:H�)is the irular autoorrelation of the vetor h, it follows thatall irular shifts of h are mutually orthogonal [7℄. As thephases �n; n = 0; 1; : : : ; N � 1 of the elements of H an bearbitrary, we have many degrees of freedom for the hoieof vetor h with mutually orthogonal irular shifts. Forreal h we have N2 � 1 phase values whih an be arbitrarilyhosen. Thus a pseudo-random all pass sequene of lengthN an be generated from a pseudo-random (uniformly dis-tributed between � and ��) sequene of length N2 � 1. If�k = ( 0 or � k = 0; k = N2�k k = 0 � � � N2 � 1��N�k k = N2 + 1 � � �N � 1H(k) = os(�k) + i sin(�k); k = 0 � � �N � 1; (7)where �k; k = 1 � � � N2 � 1 are randomly distributed between� and ��, i = p�1, then h = F�1(H), is a yli all-passsequene.Alternately, a pseudo-random binary sequene is gen-erated from a seed. Then, the unique all-pass sequene\losest" (in the mean-square sense) to the binary sequeneis obtained.Let f = [f(0) f(1) � � � f(N � 1)℄ be a random binarysequene. We need to �nd the all-pass sequene that islosest to f . In other words, we need to �nd the vetorh = [h(0) h(1) � � �h(N � 1)℄T that minimizes the error "de�ned as " = N�1Xn=0 j h(n)� f(n) j2; (8)subjet to the onstraint that h is a yli all-pass sequene.Sine the DFT of a (yli) all-pass sequene an be writtenas H = [ej�0 ej�1 � � � ej�N�1 ℄, leth(n) =PN�1k=0 ej( 2�knN +�k) f(n) =PN�1k=0 akej( 2�knN +�k)for n = 0 � � �N � 1. It an be easily shown that the error "is given by" = NhN � 2N�1Xk=0 akos(�k � �k) + N�1Xk=0 a2ki: (9)The error is minimized if we hoose �k = �k for k =0; 1; � � � ; N � 1. In other words, we hoose H to have thesame phase as F, while the magnitude of all oeÆients ofH are set to unity.

5.2. Signal ConstellationThe proedure employed for generating the maximally sep-arable sequenes is as follows.1. From a random seed, generate a binary (�1) sequeneek of length L = 2pk�1.2. Obtain the length-Lk DFT Ek of the binary sequene.3. Obtain Sk from Ek suh that jSk(l)j = 1; l = 1 � � �Lkand 6 Sk(l) = 6 Ek(l); l = 1 � � �Lk.4. Take the length-Lk IDFT of Sk to obtain sk. sk is ayli all-pass funtion. All Lk = 2p�1 yli shiftsof sk are orthogonal.5. sk and the other Lk � 1 yli shifts of sk, and theirnegatives are the 2pk maximally separable sequenes.Note that the inner produt of the sequene sk of length Lkwith eah of the 2Lk = 2pk maximally separable sequenesan be obtained by one length-Lk yli orrelation eÆ-iently implemented using the FFT. The index of the max-imum absolute value of the yli orrelation oeÆientsgives then deteted sequene of p bits. Let 0 � dk � 2pk �1be the deimal representation of sdk.sdk = � �C(sk; dk) if dk < 2p�1��C(sk; dk � 2p�1) if dk � 2p�1 (10)where C(x; q) stands for yli shift of the vetor x by q(ounter-lokwise) positions, and � is a saling fator thatdepends on � of the operator E . For detetion,Rk = F(sk)F(~sk) rk = F�1(Rk) (11)where F denotes the DFT, and,~dk = � arg maxi=0���Lk�1 jrk(i)j if rk(i) > 0arg maxi=0���Lk�1 jrk(i)j+ Lk if rk(i) � 0:Though it is simpler to generate yli all-pass sequenes skusing Eq (7) (by hoosing the phases randomly), we needbinary sequenes��4 for the optimality of E ;D [3℄ employedto �nd the origin of the oating signal onstellation. Steps1-4 ensure that the generated signature sequenes sk is anall-pass sequene losest in the mean- square sense to thebinary random sequene ek.The hoie of the length Lk of eah segment (whih in-turn deides the alphabet size) will depend mainly on theorrelation � for the partiular hoie of � and �. Typi-ally, lower the value of �, higher will be the value of Lk.Obviously, other fators like omputational omplexity mayalso inuene the hoie of Lk.As the segment lengths are restrited to be powers of 2for eÆient implementation of the FFT, smooth trade-o�sbetween bit-rate and the probability of error an only beahieved by redundant signaling. In the next setion wepropose a suitable and pratial redundant signaling teh-nique for improving the over-all eÆieny of the signalingmethod.



6. REDUNDANT SIGNALINGFor the proposed FFT-based signaling tehnique, we pro-pose a ombination of Reed-Solomon oding [8℄ and intro-dution of parity for error orretion. A sequene of d-bitsymbols D1 to Dn is enoded using Reed-Solomon enod-ing over GF(2d), with blok size of 2d � 1 (if n < 2d � 1,the \shortened" ode an be easily implemented by zero-padding D1 � � �Dn to length 2d � 1, and onsidering thenon-existent symbols as \erasures" at the deoder). TheRS enoded sequene of d-bit symbols is then \appended"with q-parity bits to produe a p-bit symbol sequene, wherep = d+ q.Signaling with parity an be done eÆiently for theFFT-based tehnique. To introdue one parity bit (or re-due the valid points in the onstellation by a fator of 2)we hoose only odd values D between 0 and 2p�1 and onlyeven values between 2p�1 and 2p. This would orrespondto hoosing the largest from the even-indexed oeÆients ofrk in Eq. (11). If Lk = 2p�1 is the length of rk, the evenindexed oeÆients rek of rk an be obtained asR2k (l) = Rk(l) +Rk(l + LK=2); l = 0 � � � Lk2 � 1rek = F�1Lk=2(0:5R2k ): (12)In the above equation, F�1Lk=2(:) is a Lk2 - point IDFT (thefator 0:5 is irrelevant as our intention is only to pik theoeÆient with the highest magnitude). For introduing qparity bits, (in the segment Lk representing p bits, wherep = q + d) valid points in the onstellation are given byD = � m2q � 1 D < Lk � 1m2q Lk � D < 2Lk m = 0; 1; : : : ; Lk2q (13)In this ase, only oeÆients of rk, with indies whih aremultiples of 2q are needed. For l = 0 � � � Lk2q � 1,Rqk (l) =P2q�1i=0 Rk(l+ iLk2q ) rqk = F�1Lk=2q (Rqk ):Signaling with parity is espeially useful for very low SNRdata hiding (if �nt in Eq. (5) is very small - whih resultsin large p or Lk).For example, let  2 <8192 . For a low-noise senario wemay use segment lengths of Lk = 64 for eah p = 7 bit sym-bol (Lk = 2p�1). Under suh a senario, we may use for ex-ample two bloks of RS ode (127,111) over GF(27 = 128),whih an orret up to 8 errors in eah blok of length 127(number of soure bits = 2bloks� 111symbols per blok�7bits per symbol = 1554). However, if the SNR is low, andwe use say segment sizes of Lk = 1024 (p = 11). If wedo not employ parity bits, we need to use an RS ode, say(2047, 2045). The maximum blok size possible is however,8192=1024 = 8. We need a shortened ode. We may startwith a soure of 6 11-bit symbols (66 bits), zero-padded tolength 2045, and then perform (2047,2045) RS enoding,whih an orret 1 error out of the 8 transmitted symbols.Obviously this is omputationally expensive. An alterna-tive is to use Lk = 512 and p = 10, and also have say q = 5parity bits. We may now start with 14 5-bit soure sym-bols (70 bits), and zero-pad it to a length 29 symbol blok.This is followed by a omputationally simple RS enoding
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